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VeriVote®

While other voting systems may require an expensive retrofit, of both Hardware and

Software to accommodate voter verifiable paper records. The AVC Edge was designed in 

a modular format, to help election officials adjust to evolving election requirements.

With Sequoia’s industry-leading VeriVote® printer, voters will be able to confirm their 

selections both on-screen and on paper before leaving the voting booth.

Easy for Voters
VeriVote® Creates a Permanent Paper Record of Voter Intent  

After the voter has made all of their selections, a paper record is printed for voter 

confirmation.  After the voter affirms (via touch screen) that the paper record is 

an accurate representation of the votes cast electronically, the paper is scrolled 

into the machine so the next voter will not see the prior voter’s selections.  

Voter Can Correct Errors before Ballot is Cast 

If the voter rejects the paper record, the paper record is clearly marked “VOID” and a 

replacement printout is generated.

Paper Record is Easy to See  

The printer is attached to the side of the touch screen and is displayed on the same 

viewing plane as the voting screen -- allowing voters to make their selections and review 

the paper record without physically moving or adjusting their line of sight.

The printer and the screen can both be adjusted to ensure easy visual access for voters 

who use wheel chairs or scooters when casting their ballot.

Easy for Poll Workers
Polling Place Set-Up and Maintenance  

Poll workers simply slide the printer unit on to the side of the touch screen and attach 

the printer cable.

If paper runs out or the printer malfunctions in any way, poll workers simply slide a 

replacement printer on the machine.  Poll workers will not be responsible for any printer 

maintenance -- no clearing of paper jams, adding paper or replacing toner cartridges 

will be required. 
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The existing Sequoia 
AVC Edge can be easily 
retrofitted to provide voter 
verifiable paper records.
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Easy for Election Administrators
Streamlined Storage and Simplified Processing of Recounts

Sequoia’s unique storage of the paper audit trail simplifies storage requirements, reduces 

the number of moving parts, guarantees completeness of the audit trail, ensures ballot 

secrecy and permits a high speed machine recount of the paper records.

High Speed Manual Recount

As an option, Sequoia customers can print a high-density bar code on each paper record 

that will permit rapid automated tabulation of paper ballot images.

Upgrade Immediately or Add VeriVote® Printers in the Future

Sequoia touch screens can be configured with VeriVote® printers at the time of purchase 

or they can be added as an upgrade at a later date.

Secure and Private
Secure and Tamperproof Audit Trail

Election officials should never have to explain a variation between paper records 

and the tally of electronic ballots.  With VeriVote®, the paper record is printed 

behind glass and secured inside the unit so voters and poll workers are not 

able to remove the paper from the polling place – thus preventing vote selling, 

protecting ballot secrecy and ensuring the absolute completeness of the audit trail.  
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